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China–North Korea relations () refers to the bilateral relations between China and North Korea, the only two permanent members of the

United Nations Security Council with diplomatic relations. China and North Korea are known as "the big two" (机心大先生, jun xiān dà shēn),
despite neither being among the UN's ten largest economies. History Early relations and Korean War In 1924, the then Japanese Kwangtung
Army, a puppet of the Imperial Japanese Army, occupied Manchuria, making that region a part of the Empire of Japan. In 1945, a civil war

broke out in Japan between the Allied Powers (United States and United Kingdom) and the Imperial Japanese Army, ending with the surrender
of the former in the latter's home base in Tokyo Bay, and the latter in the island of Honshū. In 1948, the Soviet Union invaded North Korea,
taking over the country, and in 1950, it intervened in the Korean War, pushing the U.S.-led United Nations Command forces across the 38
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of Valencia faculty Category:University of Valencia alumni Category:20th-century mathematiciansThe present invention relates to an

apparatus and method for producing a pull web of material from a supply roll of material, said apparatus comprising a supply roll shaft, a pull
roll shaft, a carrier frame with two side walls having a first side wall and a second side wall which is pivotally connected to the first side wall, a
first deflector, a second deflector, an ejector and means for guiding a pull web from the supply roll towards an inlet in the first side wall. An
apparatus of the aforesaid type is known from DE-OS 34 12 924. In this apparatus, a pull web of paper is produced by means of a supply roll

having a substantially cylindrical shape with a central opening. The paper is guided in a longitudinal direction of the roll towards an inlet in the
first side wall of the carrier frame. During this process, the paper is continually supplied from the supply roll towards the inlet. The paper is

bent around the pull roll shaft situated within the central opening of the supply roll. In order to produce the paper, a pull web must be extracted
from the supply roll. This is performed by means of an ejector which is in operative contact with the supply roll and situated at the top of the
supply roll shaft. The diameter of the paper is of substantially the same diameter as the diameter of the supply roll and is supplied to the pull
roll shaft. The pull web is guided along an ejector shaft, whereupon it passes around the pull roll shaft. The pull web is guided 3da54e8ca3
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